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Errata
As many of you have mentioned, the little beasties that are causing our domestic honeybees so much trouble 
are Varroa Mites, not Barroa Mites as I had mis-typed it. Thanks for all the calls, it’s nice to know that we’ve got 
readers out there.

Cover Photo by brian harris: rasPberry, the sheeP, at linnaea farm, Cortes island, bC.



t
his past fall I was fortunate enough to attend Slow Food’s International Food 
and Agriculture conference – Terra Madre, in Torino, Italy. In partnership with 
the Vancouver chapter of Slow Food canada, FarmFolk cityFolk fundraised to 

sponsor and send ten delegates to the conference. Terra Madre is truly amazing. With 
delegates from over 150 countries the cultural diversity awesome. The opportunity 
to hear how farmers, chefs and activists from around the globe are overcoming the 
challenges of climate change and standing up to Monsanto was truly inspiring.

After attending a conference of this scale you realize two things. First, the local 
food and sustainable agriculture movement has carved out a significant niche and 
it is here to stay. The second is that you realize how much more work we have to 
do if we are going to stop the proliferation of GMos, maintain biodiversity in the 
crops that feed us and make us more resilient to climate change, shift our food 
system away from its dependence on fossil fuels, and continue to feed ourselves 
with healthy, nutritious and delicious food. 

Informed and inspired I left the conference ready to get home and get back to 
work. 2013 is an exciting year for FarmFolk cityFolk as we celebrate 20 years of help-
ing farmers and supporting the local food movement. over those two decades we 
have gained a well-earned reputation for leadership and partnership building, and 
have made significant strides to make our food system more sustainable. Part of 
that work involves getting the word out about the issues that affect food and agri-
culture, and starting a conversation that will one day lead to change. on that front, 
we launched FarmFolk cityFolk magazine. After two years in circulation we have 
decided to make some changes in an attempt to increase our impact and ensure our 
readers are getting the most out of our magazine. But we need your help. 

Please participate in our on-line web survey and tell us what you like most about 
FarmFolk cityFolk magazine, what’s your favourite column, where you pick it up, and 
where we can improve it. Take the survey at www.farmfolkcityfolk.ca/resources/
magazine.

Thanks and happy holidays,

Sincerely,

Nicholas scapillati

Executive Director, FarmFolk cityFolk

Nicholas Scapillati is the Executive Director of FarmFolk CityFolk. He is a dedicated 
activist and conservationist and has worked on environmental sustainability issues 

for over 15 years. Urban agriculture has been a tradition in Nicholas’ family for 
generations which has cultivated his love of food and passion for cooking.    

W H o  W E  A R E

farmFolk CityFolk is a not for profit 
society that is working to cultivate 

a local, sustainable food system. Our 
projects provide access to & protection 
of foodlands; support local growers and 
producers; and engage communities in the 
celebration of local food.

FarmFolk cityFolk has been supporting 
community-based sustainable food 
systems since october 1993. We 
have done this by engaging in public 
education with farm and city folks; 
actively organizing and advocating 
around local, timely issues; building 
alliances with other organizations; and 
harnessing the energy of our volunteers.

Members of FarmFolk CityFolk 
get our magazine delivered 
right to their home or 
business. If you would like to 
support FarmFolk CityFolk by 
becoming a member or making 
a donation please contact us.

location:
FarmFolk CityFolk SoCiety  
main oFFiCe   
Suite 203 - 1661 Duranleau St.,  
net loft, Granville iSlanD 
vancouver, Bc  v6H 3S3 
PHone: 604-730-0450   
toll-free in Bc: 1-888-730-0452  
e-mail: info@farmfolkcityfolk.ca  
WeB-Site: farmfolkcityfolk.ca

folloW uS on
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“ E c o N o M I c S  o F  F o o D

Resiliance
By Herb Barbolet

“It was the best of times, It was the worst of times, it was the age of wisdom, it was the age of 
foolishness...”  Charles Dickens, A Tale of Two Cities

m
any people look forward to mealtime as an adventure; sourcing, preparing 
and consuming a wide variety of common and exotic superb ingredients 
from all over the globe. For them it may well be “the best of times”.

For the majority of the world’s population, simply satisfying hunger is their basic 
purpose. In regions devastated by war and other human-made and natural disasters, 
now is perhaps “the worst of times”.

In this age of seemingly endless political campaigns, much is said that is wise. Far 
more is emoted that is foolish. But, barely anything at all is said about “the hungry” 
– now and in the future.

Ensuring that people now and in the future will be able to acquire sufficient quan-
tities of wholesome, nutritious food is not evident on the public policy agenda. Yet, 
we are aware of the droughts, floods, pestilence, shrinking farm population and all 
of the other myriad issues that create food insecurity.

So, what would good public policy look like if we really wanted to eradicate 
hunger?

First would come a realistic assessment of what ending hunger means.

For some people when there is hardship and food is scarce they will eat what is 
available but not a usual part of their diet. (Brits and North Americans eating rabbits 
during World War II as an example.) Then when conditions improve they ban those 
foods from their tables, not wanting to be reminded of the hardships.

Less common (unfortunately) are groups of people who routinely incorporate 
foods that they rely upon in bad times into their everyday diets. Various African 
tribes survive on less desirable grains during droughts but continue eating them even 
when they need not do so. In this way they remind themselves that although there 
has been extreme hunger and it will likely come again, those times are now over and 
they can rejoice.

The later is a more resilient approach, breaking the cycle of feast and famine. It is 
a different way of looking at hunger.

“Resilience” is fast replacing “sustainability” as the go-to concept for people look-
ing for a less foolish and wasteful society.

I have spoken and written many times that the reason I decided to concentrate 
my work on food is that the elements at play in the food system are the same 
as those that drive all other sectors of society; health, education, economics, 
environment, etc.

Thus the hunger cycle scenarios can be applied to sectors other than food. Energy 
for instance.

“Resilience” is fast replacing 
“sustainability” as the 
go-to concept for people 
looking for a less foolish and 
wasteful society.”

6 FALL/WINTER 2012
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The mainstream approach to energy resources is ‘drill baby 
drill’ or maybe ‘burn baby burn’. Let’s get the fossil fuels out 
of the earth as fast as possible, to profit the 1% and damn the 
rest and damn future generations.

A resilient approach to energy would be to judiciously use 
as few non-renewable resources as possible to invest in and 
invent ways to power our systems with renewable resources.

To help guide us in this concept and approach, Mike Lewis 
and Pat conaty have written a brilliant book, The Resilience 
Imperative (New Society Press, 2012). The authors argue that 
resilience requires relocalization and a reconnection to nature.

This is a rare book that links large-scale geopolitical change 
to inner journeys necessary to take us to a place where we 
need not hunger for authenticity, peace, a respect and rev-
erence for one another and for the natural world. (It is also 
loaded with examples of people around the word succeeding 
in making the necessary changes.)

What we are striving for is a “culture of sufficiency” to an-
swer the question: how much is enough? Understanding that 
owning a $300,000 car or a 17-bedroom house is an expres-
sion of a hunger that cannot be satiated; a poverty of the soul.

Lewis and conaty make the assessment that converting to 
ecological economics is perhaps the most comprehensive, 
effective and efficient means for dealing with the broad spec-
trum of personal, corporate and government decisions that 
need to be made in order to avert disaster.

“overconsumption must become very costly and meeting 
basic needs, less so.”

When we finally include environmental and social costs 
in the price of everything, and accept that certain things are 
priceless (such as the rivers and coastlines of British columbia, 
and safe food and water), then we will be able to create and 
maintain a balance between the sacred and material worlds.

The answers are “personal, practical and political”. The 
vehicle is a recognition of and action upon the understanding 
that we are all interdependent.

Those who insist that taxes and deficits and social services 
should be cut to the bone should be required to cease using 
our streets, sidewalks, parks and playgrounds, water and 
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sewerage, airports and railways and everything else that soci-
ety has provided and maintains though our collective wealth 
and taxes.

of course denial is always an option.

Herb Barbolet has been active in community development for 
more than 30 years. As Associate with the Centre for Sustainable 

Community Development at Simon Fraser University he has 
coauthored food assessment studies for provincial health authorities 

and a guide to food assessments for the provincial health services 
authority. He was the founder, and for 10 years, executive director of 
FarmFolk CityFolk and earlier executive director of the Community 

Planning Association of Canada (BC).
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Holiday Season?  
Time to Go a Little Nuts
By Lori Petryk, RD, MSc.

o
ne of my fondest memories, is as a child, during the holiday season, my 
mother would return home from grocery shopping with the first big bag of 
unshelled mixed nuts. We would dust off our favourite Nat King cole album, 

‘The christmas Song’, sing loudly off-tune, and fight over the family’s one-and-only 
nutcracker. After holidays were over, after the guests had returned home, and the 
kids were back at school, you would often find post-nut-eating evidence flung into 
the far corners of the living room – usually from an inexperienced nutcracker-user, 
unaware of the important ‘hand-over-shell’ technique. 

As each year passes, I recognize more and more the importance of traditions. Not 
only do traditions bond friends and family, their roots often contain a lesson or 
message that easily can be lost in our ever-changing world. It wasn’t until I started 
to consume a more seasonal diet, that I learned where my family’s ‘food traditions’ 
materialized. 

Most nuts in North America are harvested in the late fall. Like many other food 
crops, harvesting depends on the amount of spring rainfall and summer heat. In 
Bc, hazelnuts are the only nut that is grown commercially. Luckily for Bc residents, 
canadian Hazelnut, a hazelnut farm located in Agassiz Bc, is one of canada’s largest 
certified organic hazelnut producers. Not only do they have 75 beautiful acres of 
hazelnut orchards, they also have built a processing facility that can dry, sort, hull 
and crack nuts. Their hazelnut U-pick usually occurs between late September and 
early october, and the farm’s store is filled with fresh nut butters, hazelnut candies, 
hazelnut oil, and hazelnut flour. If you can’t make it out to their farm in time for 
the U-pick, you will have to wait until all of the year’s harvest has been picked, 
cleaned and shipped to suppliers, which is — you guessed it — late November early 
December. Just in time for the holiday season!

The holiday season is often a time when rich food is in abundance, and keeping 
your weight in check can seem like a losing battle. In fact these days, it’s virtually 
impossible to go a week without hearing a story in the media about fat consump-
tion and the expanding girth of the average North American. Unfortunately, many 
misconceptions about the ‘high-fat’ content of nuts continue to circulate and cause 
even more confusion with the average consumer.

Nutritionally nuts are a great source of healthy polyunsaturated fat, fiber, protein, 
and vitamin E. So what does it mean for a nut to contain healthy fat? When consumed 
in amounts that don’t promote weight gain, healthy fats, like the polyunsaturated 
fats found in nuts, are known for their ability to lower triglycerides, fight inflamma-
tion and reduce low-density lipoprotein (LDL), also called “bad” cholesterol. on the 
other hand, saturated fats, (found in meat, butter, whole milk, cheese) can contribute 

It wasn’t until I started to 
consume a more seasonal diet, 
that I learned where my family’s 
‘food traditions’ materialized.
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to a person’s increased cholesterol levels and increase the risk 
of heart disease. Research shows that for the average person 
there is only a weak link between the amount of cholesterol 
you eat and your blood cholesterol levels. The biggest influ-
ence on your total and unhealthy cholesterol is the type of 
fats you eat—not your dietary cholesterol intake. So instead 
of focusing on counting cholesterol, simply focus on replacing 
bad fats with good fats, such as the type of fat found in nuts. 

It is true that hazelnuts, like all other nuts, do contain a 
higher overall percentage of fat, hence the reason most nutri-
tionists will recommend nuts be eaten sparingly. Even though 
nuts contain healthy fat, it is important to limit the portion 
size, as no matter what type of nut you eat, they are a calorie-
dense food (fat contains more calories per gram than does 
protein or carbohydrates). Any amount of excess calories con-
sumed, or lack of calories used, will be converted and stored 
as excess body fat. Excess body fat results in health problems 
by increasing the amount of hormones, such as insulin, your 
body produces, thereby increasing a person’s risk for diabetes, 
cardiovascular disease and cancer.

When it comes to the storage of nuts, their high fat con-
tent can effect their shelf life, meaning they will go rancid 
when exposed to warm temperatures for an extended period 
of time. A simple solution, if you don’t plan to use the nuts 
within a month or two, is to toss the nuts into the fridge or 
freezer. Nuts kept in a freezer will keep fresh for at least a year.

In addition to grabbing a handful of raw or lightly roasted 
nuts every day, there are many ways you can increase your 
consumption of nuts. To help from over-eating; consume nuts 
as part of a healthy meal by adding them into salads or muf-
fins, sprinkling them onto green beans, or mixing them into 
smoothies. Not only will the nuts add flavour to your cooking, 
the fat in the nuts has been shown to increase satiety from 
the meal. You can also gain more of the that nutrients nuts 
contain by consuming them unroasted. It has also been sug-
gested that the body will increase absorption of the nutrients 
contained in nuts by decreasing the nuts’ phytic acid content. 

Phytic acid reduction can be achieved by soaking the nuts be-
fore eating them for at least 7 hours in a warm water mixture 
with something acidic like yogurt or lemon juice. Whether 
you’re looking to add a healthy protein source to your diet, 
or you just would like to add a nutty flavor to a meal, nuts are 
wonderful addition to a healthy diet. 

Bottom line: Unless you are engaged in vigorous daily 
physical activity, moderation is the key. The average person 
should aim to intake 1 - 2 oz or 1 ¼ cup or one handful of 
unsalted nuts per day. 

Lori can be seen hosting FarmFolk CityFolk’s Good for You, Good for 
Our Earth Educatainment videos on nutrition and sustainable food. 

Go to: www.goodforyouandearth.com for more information



“ Peaches on the shelf 
Potatoes in the bin 
Supper’s ready, everybody come on in
You can taste a little of the summer 
My grandma’s put it all in jar

Ah, she’s got magic in her - you know what I mean
She puts the sun and rain in with her green beans.  
..these canned goods I buy at the store 
Ain’t got the summer in them anymore. 

Excerpt from canned Goods by Greg Brown, 1982 

I
ndeed, it was my grandmothers, Anna Neufeld and Jeannie Pocock, who first 
taught me how to make jam and jelly. Like so many other “homemaking” skills, the 
practice of canning skipped a generation, passed down to my younger sister and 

myself. 
I begin in the spring, hauling out the totes that protect my jars from mold, suspi-

cious dark droppings and sticky cobwebs. There are jars with antique glass dome lids, 
my grandmother’s jars with deep tin bands, tiny sample jam jars, standard tiny tops 
and wide mouth mason pints and quarts, in all vintages, makes and colours. They 
represent several generations of women who have practiced the fine art of “Putting 
Food Up”.

The art of preserving in glass jars (interestingly it’s still called canning) goes back 
to 1858, when John L. Mason, invented a machine that could cut threads into lids, 
making it practical to manufacture a jar with a reusable, screw-on lid. The ease of 
use and affordability of Mason jars helped home canning spread across the nation.

The history of canning can be tracked in the names of the men who improved on 
the early Mason jar: William charles Ball and Alexander H. Kerr. Mr. Kerr invented 
the smaller, flat metal lid that seals on the top of a mason jar. A threaded metal 
ring holds the lid down during the hot water processing. This allows re-use of old 
canning jars. This two-part lid system transformed home canning safety and is still 
in use today. 

We know Bernardin best because they are a canadian company, doing well in this 
renaissance of home canning. Go to their website for full instructions on how to get 
started, step by step instructions and recipes.

Preserving doesn’t start at the height of the season when the okanagan fruit 
begins to arrive but with the first appearance of nettles in March, then rhubarb and, 
my favourite, elderberry flower cordial. Salmon berries, huckleberries, strawberries, 
cherries, raspberries, thimbleberries, blueberries appear in that order, often overlap-
ping and ripening at my busiest time of year. 

“Like growing food,  
preserving it is experiencing  
a renaissance.”

c o L U M N
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Putting Food Up
By Heather Pritchard
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I mostly indulge in the fruit fresh and only freeze the surplus. Strawberries and 
raspberries, frozen on trays to keep them from sticking together can be transferred 
to large ziploc bags and made into jam in November and December — in time for 
christmas gifts. With everything we eat containing sugar, the hit of sweet jam isn’t 
the special treat it was in my grandmothers days. Today most of my frozen berries 
are eaten as is or used with smoothies.

My paternal grandmother Anna Neufeld learned about jam from the English 
woman she worked for as a girl. Years later I learned that her reference to “the 
English”, didn’t necessarily mean they were from England, just that they spoke the 
language. She was born in canada but spoke, like everyone else in the Lost River 
Mennonite community, Plautdietsch or Low German. 

Anna’s instructions were clear and to the point and I can still hear her accent- 
“When you pick chokecherries make sure you have a mix of ripe and not so ripe. This 
assures your jelly will set”. I learned the method of boiling it down until the syrup 
“sheeted” on a silver spoon. In the days before commercial pectin it was quite an art 
to assure a perfect gel. Anna put the cooked fruit into an old pillowcase and left it 
until all the juice dripped through. “Squeeze it well to get all the goodness out it”, 
she said.

My maternal grandmother Jeannie Pocock, from Scotland, had exactly the op-
posite approach. “Now”, she said, “don’t ever squeeze the bag. It will make the jelly 
cloudy and you want to be able to read the newspaper from behind the jar. If you tip 
the jar, the jelly should hesitate and then slowly and cleanly pull from the edge of 
the glass. If the contents are slightly wobbly you know it’s a perfect jell”. Jeannie won 
first prize for her jellies at the Nipawin fall fair. Interesting enough Dolga crabapples 
were brought over from Russia to the prairies by the Mennonite farmers.

Experimenting with how much to cut down on the sugar, I have settled on a ratio 
of one cup of honey to six cups of water, much less than what is called “light syrup” 
in most recipes. I learned the hard way that leaving the sugar out results in bland and 
tasteless fruit. Even the sweetest cherries and peaches need a small amount of sugar 
or honey to retain their flavour and texture. 

Like growing food, preserving it is experiencing a renaissance. If you want to 
learn how, you can attend Village Vancouver canning workshops or go to W2 café 
every Sunday. If you need fruit you can sign up to a fruit cSA and if you prefer to 
have someone else preserve it for you, Kas Shield offers Vancouver’s first cSA for 
preserved fruit (craftyblackbird@me.com). 

You don’t have to be a grandma to put it in a jar.

Heather Pritchard is FarmFolk CityFolk’s Farm Program manager. She lives on Fraser Common 
Farm Cooperative and is a working member of Glorious Organics Cooperative.

Photos by miChael marraPese



“ W
hen it comes to energy use in your kitchen, refrain from pigging out. 
Typically, the large appliances (refrigerator, range and dishwasher) 
hog the spotlight when it comes to conserving energy in the kitchen.  

But don’t stop there.

What does it mean to cook green?

Size is everything
Match the cooking appliance to the job at hand, place big pots on big burners and 

don’t forget the lid. Also consider how you might use smaller appliances; a toaster 
oven will use less electricity than heating up an entire oven for a small job. 

Coast on waste heat
once you’ve heated up a burner and your dish is almost cooked, turn off the 

element and coast on the heat still stored in electric element and pot. Again, the lid 
can help conserve heat and continue the cooking process.

Cool leftovers
Made enough lunch for the next day? cool your leftovers to room temperature 

before you store them in the fridge. Placing a boiling hot container of soup in your 
cold fridge means you heat up the air inside so it has to work harder to cool every-
thing again. Plan ahead.

Before you get chopping and slicing, think about everything you’ll need from 
inside the fridge. Standing in the doorway of your fridge or freezer gives ample 
opportunity for perfectly good cold air to escape. Go in once, get all the ingredients 
you need and put them back inside at the same time.

Refrigerate only what’s necessary
If you can’t recall the last time you cleaned out your fridge, it’s probably time to 

clean out your fridge. Make sure you’re only refrigerating food that truly needs to be 
in there. Dairy products and most produce are obvious ones, but some condiments 
or things like vinegar are just taking up space.

Lindsay Coulter is David Suzuki’s Queen of Green.  
You can find her blog at www.davidsuzuki.org,  

click on blogs, then Queen of Green.  
It’s all about green living made easy.

“If you can’t recall the 
last time you cleaned 
out your fridge, it’s 
probably time.”

c o L U M N
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cooking Green
By Lindsay coulter
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B o o K  R E V I E W

All The Dirt
reflections on organic farming

By Rachel Fisher, Heather Stretch and Robin Tunnicliffe
Published by Touchwood Editiions
By Michael Marrapese

I
’d have to agree with co-author Rachel 
Fisher when she says that, “when I start-
ed farming, this is the book I needed.” 

There is so much to know before you start 
a farm and so much to learn once you’ve 
got some land and have decided what 
you want to grow.

The current reality for new farmers 
is that they are often starting from 
scratch. They don’t have land and they 

don’t have family members to lean on for experience or ex-
pertise. There is often little agricultural infrastructure in their 
community to help out. This book can really help. If possible, 
I’d suggest reading it before you start to farm.

Even if you are not considering farming this book will give 
you a charming and candid insight into the lives of these three 
remarkable women, each of whom came to farming for differ-
ent reasons.

All The Dirt is extremely practical. The authors relate their 
personal experiences with farming and have wonderful stories 
about what, in their experience, are some of the most import-
ant things to consider when starting a farm. They avoid the 
stoic feel of many how-to books and bring a strong sense of 
joy and celebration to the hard work of farming. 

While the authors talk extensively about the details of 
planning and running a farming operation, they also talk about 
the strengths they bring and the challenges they face to make 
it all happen. 

There are thoughtful sections about how to avoid burnout, 
how to look after your health, how to farm with kids and the 
realities of being a new parent.

The book seems to be very timely. The authors have been 
farming long enough that they can offer good advise but not 
so long that they don’t remember their initial missteps, ap-
prehensions and mistakes. Without harping on it, this book is 
full of dreams.

Full of detail, wonderful photos and delightful stories, this 
book is a joy to read.

D E P A R T M E N T
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S P E c I A L  F E A T U R E

Feast of Fields
By Nicholas Scapillati

14 SPRING 2012

a 
gastronomic picnic for the palate. That’s what we say when someone asks us 
to describe Feast of Fields. While drawing in the fresh country air, strolling 
across a farmers field, wine glass and linen napkin in hand, celebrating local 

food, you are also supporting FarmFolk cityFolk. Feast of Fields is our largest annual 
fundraiser and we couldn’t do it with out the support of our chefs, food artisans, 
vintners, brewers, distillers, hard working volunteers, generous sponsors, our gra-
cious host farms, and of course our guests. All of whom keep coming back year after 
year to celebrate local food with us and support our work to build a local, more 
sustainable food system in Bc.

This year in the okanagan we were welcomed by Matt & Molly Thurston at clair-
mount Ranch organics, celebrating the 100th anniversary of their working farm. This 
certified organic fruit and vegetable farm located in Lake country set the stage for 
a beautiful Feast as guest strolled past the old farm house, by the chicken coup, and 
feasted between the rows in the pear orchard. Special thanks to choices Markets, 
Western canada’s largest organic and natural foods grocer, for stepping up as our 
okanagan Gold Plate Sponsor. 

At our Metro Vancouver Feast the Davidson Family graciously hosted at their 
Golden Ears cheesecrafters, the Fraser Valley’s newest Artisan cheese processing 
facility and local food shop.  Held next door to their family’s dairy farm in Maple 
Ridge, guests tasted the finest fair from Metro Vancouver’s top chefs, food artisans, 
brewers, distillers and vintners. Hats off to choices Markets for being our Gold Plate 
Sponsor for the sixth year in a row! 
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on Vancouver Island we celebrated with John and Katy Ehrlich at their Alderlea 
Farm & cafe in Duncan. This certified organic biodynamic farm located within the 
rolling hills of the cowichan Valley showcased the best the Island has to offer. Last 
year’s okanagan Gold Plate Sponsor Bernardin (the canadian home canning com-
pany) joined us on the Island as our Gold Plate Sponsor and served up an okanagan 
peach preserves crumble topped with yogurt from Vancouver Island.

A very special thanks as well to Vancity for sponsoring our Metro Vancouver and 
Vancouver Island Feasts; canadian Linen & Uniform for donating the linens for all 
three of our Feasts; Farm credit canada for sponsoring our okanagan Feast; The 
organic Grocer for their continued sponsorship of our Metro Vancouver Feast; and 
all of our incredible Media Sponsors for helping promote the events as our media 
sponsors.

Each year Feast of Fields is held on a different farm and each year we are inspired by 
the wonderful stories and hard working individuals that come together to celebrate 
local food with us. Together we are supporting our local farmers and strengthening 
our local food system one bite at a time.

Thanks so much to everyone who supported our 2012 Feast of Fields. We hope to 
see you again next year.

Nicholas Scapillati is the Executive Director of FarmFolk CityFolk. He is a dedicated activist 
and conservationist and has worked on environmental sustainability issues for over 15 years. 

Urban agriculture has been a tradition in Nicholas’ family for generations which has cultivated 
his love of food and passion for cooking.       
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“

C
hef chris Remington began 
his career in cooking at age 20 
with Earls Restaurants in North 

Vancouver. He soon found that cook-
ing was his passion as he went travel-
ling around the world working in the 
kitchens of  various upscale restaurants 
across Europe and the South Pacific.

chris returned to Vancouver and en-
rolled in the renowned Pacific Institute 
of culinary Arts. While there as a second 
year student, he entered the Bc ‘Iron 
chef’ competition. on the day of the 
contest they were not going to let him 
compete because he was still a student, 
but because he arrived with the correct 
equipment they let him enter. Much 

Chris uses whatever is 
available to create innovative 
and delicious meals.

D E P A R T M E N T

to everyone’s surprise, chris won  the 
Iron chef title, beating out several of 
Vancouver’s top chefs. The following 
year he returned to defend his title, 
this time beating out one of his culinary 
instructors to win the competition.

chris then worked in an array of 
Vancouver’s top restaurants; The Beach 
Side cafe in West Vancouver, Sous chef 
at the award winning ‘c’ restaurant in 
Vancouver, before becoming the prod-
uct development chef for Earls.   After 
leaving Earls he helped to open and 
create the menu for the award winning 
chi restaurant.   once chi was opened, 
chris and his family moved to Penticton 
to run the kitchen at the ‘Hooded Mer-
ganser’. In November 2010 he took over 
as the chef of the Penticton Lakeside 
Resort, overseeing the Barking Parrot 
Bar, the Bufflehead Tapas Room and the 
Hooded Merganser. 

Valley View Farm, the hotel’s 1.5 acre 
farm, has been operational for one 
season now and it is a constant source 
of inspiration for planning new menu 
items. From the early lettuce to the 
mid-season potatoes and carrots to 
the late tomatoes and peppers, squash 
and everything else you could imagine 
growing, chris uses whatever is avail-
able to create innovative and delicious 
meals.

catch him at:

Penticton Lakeside Resort

21 Lakeshore Drive, West,

Penticton, Bc  V2A 7M5

(250) 493-8221

 

c H E F  o F  T H E  S E A S o N

chef chris Remington
By Michael Marrapese
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c H E F  o F  T H E  S E A S o N  R E c I P E

Roast Squash 
and Ricotta  
Risotto
By chef chris Remington
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Serves 6-8
1 large Squash (butternut or banana)
2 cup Arborio rice
12 floz Squash stock
2 Garlic cloves (fine chop) 
1 small Onion (fine chop)
4 floz Olive oil
4 floz White wine
1 cup Ricotta cheese
½ cup Grated parmesan cheese
Salt and pepper to taste

Method
Cut squash in half lengthways and season with salt and 
pepper and a drizzle of olive oil. Roast cut side up in a 
350 degree oven until flesh is soft.
Remove squash flesh and simmer skins in water for ½ hour 
to make a squash stock.
In a shallow pot sauté onions and garlic in olive oil until 
soft. Add salt and pepper along with Arborio rice and sauté 
for two minutes until rice turns slightly opaque in colour. 
Add white wine and stir until all the wine has cooked out.
Add stock 4 floz at a time and stir continuously until the 
rice is al dente. Add more water if necessary.
Stir in ricotta cheese and parmesan.



F E A T U R EF E A T U R E

““In a city with some of the 
world’s highest property values, 
Vancouver’s urban farmers have 
found ingenious ways to access 
precious growing space.”

G U E S T  A R T I c L E

Farm Folk can Be city Folk
experiencing Vancouver’s urban farms

By Rebecca cuttler

I
f you are paying attention, you might catch it out of the corner of your eye: an 
almost hidden half-acre where Vancouver’s urban landscape gives way to a lush 
market garden bursting with flowers, multi-coloured beans and deep red beets. 

Farmers on 57th is one of a growing number of farms situated within Vancouver’s 
city limits. 

Karen Ageson and Tessa Wetherill are the farmers in ‘Farmers on 57th’. I’m meet-
ing with them in a cluster of lawn chairs next to the market garden stand, and a 
neighbour and cSA member interrupts us. She has a small plastic bag in her hand, 
out of which poke some seedlings with leaves that range from green to purple to a 
near-blue. “Here’s the rainbow kale I was telling you about,” she says, handing it to 
Karen. We all take a look. Karen and Tessa have never seen this variety before. 

Farmers on 57th runs a 30 member cSA program: households sign up at the begin-
ning of each year to receive a weekly share of the farm’s harvest. cSA members 
come from many walks of life. Some, like the rainbow kale-grower, are gardening 
enthusiasts. others are busy downtown workers who didn’t know anything about 
local food production until recently. What they share is the fact that they all pick up 
a week’s worth of produce at the place where it is grown.

As Wetherill explains that, “more and more they stick around, they walk through 
the garden, they talk to each other.” In many cases, members have had to dramatic-
ally change their diets simply to keep up with the harvest. “I have so much respect 
for the amount of vegetables they eat,” says Wetherill. “We give them a large box, 
in the spring they’re getting just greens and greens and greens. They’re like, ‘I have to 
eat salad every night!’” 

It is easy to think of cities as places where concrete and cars dominate, where 
plant life consists mainly of lawns. Yet the world’s urban landscapes have always 
included some form of urban agriculture, from backyard tomatoes to community 
gardens. As more people become inspired by the idea of local food, urban farms are 
beginning to represent an ultimate expression: food grown so close to home that 
the average person can actually go and see where it comes from. “A lot of people 
didn’t have the opportunity to see this kind of thing before,” says Wetherill, “so for 
them to bring their kids and help us dig potatoes is very special, because where else 
are they going to do that unless they drive somewhere far away?”

In a city with some of the world’s highest property values, Vancouver’s urban farm-
ers have found ingenious ways to access precious growing space. In many cases, this 
means creating mutually beneficial partnerships with and residents and institutions. 
Farmers on 57th sits on the grounds of the George Pearson centre, a care facility 
for 120 residents with disabilities. “The land here is 40 acres, so it’s really huge, and 
a lot of it is just lawn that was not really used space,” says Wetherill. The George 
Pearson centre also includes a horticultural therapy program, where residents grow 
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vegetables on table-height raised beds. It’s a partnership that 
was forged by Jen Rashleigh, whose mother worked at George 
Pearson centre. Today, ten percent of the harvest at Farm-
ers on 57th goes to residents through a community kitchen 
program.

city dwellers also have the ability to turn their under-
utilized lawns into productive growing spaces. Emi Do’s farm, 
Yummy Yards, is not a single site, but a collection of plots 
that include numerous residential properties, plus a site in 
Vancouver’s Southlands and another in nearby Richmond. All 
but one of Do’s residential farm sites are front yards, not back 
yards. It’s a clear sign that aesthetics are changing, that people 
are embracing the look of raised beds, row crops and even 
plastic hoop houses. 

Like their rural counterparts, urban farmers are up at the 
crack of dawn most days, weeding or seeding or shoveling 
compost. Ageson says that urban farming offers some unique 
economic advantages. “Because we are really close to our 
markets, we have a huge advantage in that all of our custom-
ers come to us. We haven’t had to invest in a fridge and we 
don’t have to invest too much in distribution. That’s a huge 
cost savings as an urban farmer. And urban centres are where 
you find the people that are willing to pay a premium for 
produce.” 

The more that local residents can see the amount of work 
that goes into growing food, the more they are able to under-
stand its value. As Do says, “When you go to parties in the city, 
you meet artists, you meet doctors, you meet pharmacists, 
you meet teachers, you meet lawyers, but you hardly ever 
meet farmers. And so how can anybody learn to respect that 
profession if you’ve never met a farmer? Urban farming helps 
to put a face and a personality to the profession. We can’t just 
have unsung heroes. We have to recognize the importance of 
this profession.”

As Ageson, Wetherill and I talk, various neighbours stop by 
to check out the harvest. Two volunteers work in the fields, 
weeding and working the soil. “We’ve pretty much been doing 
everything by hand”, says Wetherill. “We dug in over 100 yards 
of compost this spring”. 

In addition to feeding their communities, urban farms have 
the ability to offer spiritual sustenance. They punctuate the 
city landscape, reminding all of us about the existence of a 
world outside the day-to-day stress of the home or office – a 
world where crops grow at their own pace, where seeds are 
sown by hand.

Rebecca Cuttler is a writer, administrator and gardener who is 
passionate about helping to create vibrant and healthy communities. 

Read more of her writing at www.urbaculture.ca.   
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“
c o L U M N

GE and GMO crops go hand 
in hand with chemicals and 
pesticide usage

H o T  T o P I c

Richmond Excludes GMos
By Michael Marrapese

t
he city of Richmond recently passed a resolution banning the proliferation of 
genetically modified organisms (GMos) becoming the eighth community in 
Bc to do so. This resolution follows on the heels of an earlier decision to ban 

the cosmetic use of pesticides and herbicides. Emily Pearson, Volunteer and Event 
coordinator at the Sharing Farm in Richmond and farmer at Urban Edibles thinks this 
is a big step forward. “We definitely see this as a major victory.” She adds, “We are 
the biggest place in canada for this to happen so far and one of the few in North 
America.”

Arzeena Hamir, former Richmond Food Security coordinator, was a driving force 
behind the public campaign to support the resolution. If nothing else, the campaign 
raised public awareness. She recalls that, “we got all kinds of calls from people who 
didn’t realize that GMos were actually being grown in Richmond. People are con-
cerned about contamination issues. Is it in my food? Is it in the sweet corn? How is 
it getting into the food system? What do you mean its being fed to dairy cattle? It 
doesn’t say that on the milk container.”

To a certain extent, this resolution is a symbolic gesture. There are already three 
dairy farms in Richmond that grow GE corn. They have been exempted from the 
new legislation. It does, however, demonstrate the changing face of agriculture and 
public perception. Richmond is experiencing a collision between the drive to sup-
port local agriculture, the concerns of urban residents, soft legislation and blurry 
jurisdictions, and a growing interest in clean, local and nutritious food. The latter 
is increasingly important. organic food consumption is on the rise in Bc, increasing 
faster than in any other province. According to Statistics canada, British columbia 
accounts for 26% of all canadian certified organic food sales. over 50% of British 
columbians purchase organic products at least occasionally. 

At the heart of the Richmond ban on GE crops is the fact that the principle reason 
for planting GE corn is that it can survive the application of RoundupTM, a widely 
used herbicide, or “weed-killer”. Pearson explains that, “GE and GMo crops go hand 
in hand with certain chemicals and pesticide usage. If you are using certain [GE] 
seeds then you are automatically using certain sprays. The gist of most GE crops is 
to make them more resistant to herbicides and pesticides.” For large crop growers 
this eliminates a lot of weeding and farm labour. The downside is that it is still toxic. 
While glyphosate, the active ingredient in RoundupTM, is not considered significantly 
toxic to humans, workers must still wear complete protective gear when spraying. In 
all commercial preparations glyphosate is combined with other chemicals to keep it 
stable and soluble and these may also have toxic effects. Admittedly, while Round-
upTM is less toxic and less persistent in the environment than earlier alternatives, it is 
known to be toxic to amphibians and fish. The Federal court of canada has ordered 
Health canada to take a second look at its impact on amphibians, urging them to 
take a precautionary approach. “our area is one of the main migratory corridors 
for a wide range of bird populations. our heron population is already in decline. 
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continued or increased spraying will likely have a negative impact of many of 
them,” Pearson adds.

Spray drifting into populated areas, while not covered by any regulations, 
could be harmful, if not to people, certainly to household gardens and small 
lot agriculture. Any thought that these chemicals can co-exist with organic 
producers is ill-conceived. 

Effectively, it is a form of pollution that is protected under the existing 
Right to Farm Act. Harold Steves, a long standing Richmond city councilor and 
farmer, questions whose rights are we trying to protect. “What puzzles a lot of 
us is that they’ve been using the argument that farmers should have the choice 
to use these products. But I use the contrary argument, that farmers should 
have the right to not be contaminated by these products. Whose freedom are 
we impinging upon?”

Steves also points out the deep irony that “no matter what you do, the 
weeds adapt. The more chemicals you use the more chemical resistant the 
weeds become.” Similar to bacteria evolving anti-biotic resistance, weeds 
evolve to become herbicide resistant, requiring heavier applications of herbi-
cides. Glyphosate-resistant variations of common weeds have been identified 
as early as 2004 in the US, South America, Argentina and Australia.

All of this considered, many people, like Pearson and Steves, ask ‘why take 
the risk?’. The key is that In the global marketplace there is intense pressure 
on farmers to reduce the cost of production. once one group of farmers start 
using a technology that gives them a competitive advantage it is difficult for 
other growers not to follow suit. This is not without its consequences. Re-
cently, the European Union rejected thousands of tons of canadian-produced 
flax after genetically modified organisms, which it has not approved for sale, 
where discovered in several shipments. In the face of international pressure it 
would seem prudent to limit the spread of these crops. 

Steves questions the fundamental justification for the use of these tech-
nologies. “None of this increases crop production,” he says. “This is the lie we 
are constantly being told, that we need this to feed the world. In the end, we 
can’t feed the world with poisons, with herbicides and pesticides. It may be 
more economical in the short term but you don’t get more food this way.”

This is going to be a difficult problem to solve. While we want to encour-
age and maintain farming in peri-urban areas, it must be done in balance with 
concerns for our health and our environment.

Michael Marrapese is the Communications and IT Coordinator with FarmFolk CityFolk. 
He has a background in television, theatre and print, is an avid photographer and writer. 

He loves the challenge of the ever-evolving world of technology in a not-for-profit office.
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F E A T U R EF E A T U R E

a
s a nutritionist my relationship to food continually evolves. over time, as I 
work with the land, visit farmers, grow food with children and prepare fresh 
meals from the garden, my connection to the land and the source of food 

deepens. 

Admittedly the world of nutrition and food science has been known to entice 
me. I can find myself excited about words such as “bio-availability” and “enzyme 
inhibitors” and I like knowing what foods are high in trace minerals and which are 
alkalizing. Intuitively though, I have always felt that there is more to food then the 
science behind it. 

It was early on in my path as a nutritionist that I noticed that telling children and 
people to eat green food and all things healthy was not the most effective. Yes, I was 
passionate about health food, about all things sprouted and fermented, but how 
could I get others to feel the same sense of loyalty to it?

That was when I started growing food with people. I let the process of growing 
food help others be inspired by the miracle of a sprouting seed and the creative 
process that brings food to their plate. 

It is through the growing process that I have seen people get excited about fresh 
foods and make the shift into a healthier lifestyle. In fact, it seems that regardless of 
age people are proud to eat what they grow. They prove curious about how it tastes 
and they learn to appreciate the fresh new flavors of the seasons. 

My experience has shown me that, with food gardening, people are getting 
healthy by default. It proves that when we eat our fresh plucked kale the benefit of 
adequate calcium intake is just a natural consequence. The intimate process of work-
ing with people, the land and soil to produce highly nutritious food has children 
telling me that they love kale and parents reporting with excitement that they make 
kale smoothies – daily! It tells me something is going right. 

My research on food and traditions has also proved that for centuries people 
across cultures have had an intuitive connection with their food. The Mayans knew, 
for example, to add lime to the corn. When lime is added the vitamin B6 comes 
available for cellular absorption. In India, Africa and across Asia, grains and legumes 
were fermented, increasing the nutrient profile and absorbability of the food. These 
people were intimately connected to the process that brought food to their mouths. 

When I looked up the definition of nutrition I found that: The process of nourish-
ing or being nourished, especially the process by which a living organism assimilates 
food and uses it for growth and for replacement of tissues.

If nutrition is the process of 
being nourished, doesn’t it 
make sense to be a part of 
that process?

G U E S T  A R T I c L E

The Experience of Nutrition
By Tricia Sedgwick
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Hmmm… It’s interesting that our process has become 
so disconnected. How has our “process” become one where 
most of us drive to a grocery store to buy processed, boxed and 
packaged foods? Where we may or may not read labels to decide if 
it is healthy or not. And how has it become that we don’t even consider 
where the food originated, how it was grown or the process that got our food 
to store shelves?

our process has become one where foods are mass-produced through mono-
crop farming and chemically and mechanically intensified methods of growing 
“fresh” food that may just be genetically engineered. It’s perplexing that this same 
food is shipped to processing plants where food is often altered from its original 
source with the goal to have a long shelf life. Most of these edible products are then 
shipped a few thousand miles away to various grocery stores. 

often when I harvest from my garden I am amazed at how such a simple thing like 
food has become so complex. 

If nutrition is the process of being nourished, doesn’t it make sense to be a part of 
that process, to understand that intimate process of creating real food? We won’t all 
start growing 100% of our own food but we can get more involved in the process. 

Whether we talk to the farmers at the market or we grow our own herbs and 
make conscious decisions about where our food is coming from, it’s a step in a more 
ethical and nutritious direction. 

My process of nourishing my own body has not always looked this way; where 
I grow food year round, support local farmers, teach about nutrition gardens and 
support businesses like The Honest Butcher. Rather, nutrition has evolved into an 
“experience” for me, an experience that connects me to my community and nour-
ishes my spirit as much as it nourishes my body. 

I think the definition of nutrition — the process of nourishing or being nourished, 
especially the process by which a living organism assimilates food and uses it for 
growth and for replacement of tissues — invites a good question to ask ourselves, 
such as, “What is my own process of being nourished”?

Tricia Sedgwick is a Nutritionist and the founder of The World In A Garden, an 
educational urban farm project. She is currently working with local schools to integrate 

urban food gardens and nutrition education.
www.theworldinagarden.com

Photos by brian harris
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F E A T U R E

In the Middle East and 
Eastern Asia biogas from 
swamps and waste deposits 
has been used for thousands 
of years.

Green cows. Fresh Air.
By Erin Nichols & Michael Marrapese

Y
ou may have experienced this: a summer drive to the country, windows wide 
open. Then it comes, first it’s a whiff and then it’s strong enough to close the 
windows. The smell of dairy country. There are about 72,000 dairy cows in 

Bc producing the milk we enjoy in cheese, yoghurt, and the crowning swirl on our 
cappuccinos. And where there are cows, there is poop. Lots of it. 

cowpower Bc is a non-profit that helps farmers turn this abundant waste into 
renewable, carbon neutral electricity. Manure and other organic wastes are fed into 
anaerobic digesters (AD) were naturally available bacteria produce methane. The 
methane, or biogas, fuels a generator producing electricity for Bc Hydro’s grid.

The cowpower program is the brainchild of Matt Dickson. “I’ve seen how this 
type of program can help support the adoption of renewable energy technology in 
regions where government support is insufficient to make the technology financially 
viable. I thought this was something we could do in Bc and that it was the type of 
environmental program that Bc’s businesses and population would support,” he says.

This process is not new. In the Middle East and Eastern Asia biogas from swamps 
and waste deposits has been used for thousands of years to fuel lamps and stoves, 
and to heat public baths. During the Victorian era, streetlamps were powered by 
biogas from sewers running below the streets. The first commercial scale biogas 
system was installed to treat wastewater in Bombay, India, in the mid-1800s. 

Today, Bakerview Ecodairy in Abbotsford is the first dairy farm to produce elec-
tricity from biogas in Bc. Bill Vanderkooi, the owner of the Bakerview Ecodairy, has 
always had a real passion for adopting innovative and progressive, environmentally 
responsible farm practices. In 2008 he decided to install his own anaerobic digester. 
Since then Bill has worked in conjunction with Bc Hydro, the Bc Bioenergy Network, 
Bc Ministry of Agriculture and cowpower to make this a reality.

The challenge is that the initial investment can be in the range of $1.5 to $4 million. 
cowpower subscribers help to raise the capital so this technology becomes a viable 
option for farmers. These cowpower subscriptions go into the Anaerobic Digestion 
Development Fund that provides farmers a subsidy for the power they produce, 
helping them to pay for their investment.

Hopefully, as the fund grows, more ADs will be built. There are nearly 550 dairy 
farms in Bc so we have a ways to go until the drive to see the cows is a sweet smell-
ing as the grass they are grazing on. 

To learn more go to www.cowpowerbc.com.

Editor’s note: FarmFolk CityFolk has recently decided to Cowpower itsoffice.
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SoME IMPoRTANT FAcTS:
•	 The	average	BC	dairy	farm	has	110-130	cows.	

•	 A	dairy	cow	produces	20-30	gallons	of	manure	a	day.	

•	 The	 manure	 from	 a	 single	 dairy	 cow	 produces	 2.5	
-3.5 tonnes greenhouse gases a year (in the form of 
methane when manure is stored in a pit). 

•	 It	 takes	manure	 from	 four	 cows	 and	 the	 equivalent	
amount of food waste to power the average Bc home. 

•	 One	cow’s	daily	manure	can	light	two	100	watt	bulbs	
for 24 hours.

•	 The	manure	and	food	waste	found	in	the	Fraser	Valley	
could power over 30,000 homes. 

1.888.755.3480      •      watermarkbeachresort.com

Canadian National Slow Food
Meeting and Conference

Three gorgeous days immersed in the pace, culinary experience and agri-tourism of the South Okanagan. 
Inspire your senses at ‘Salone del Gusto’, learn about ‘Slow Fish’, celebrate culinary achievements, sip 
extraordinary local wines. 

Embrace the ‘Ark of Taste’.
Talk.

Just get here. We’ll take care of the rest.

Please join us April 25th - 28th at the beautiful Watermark Beach Resort in Osoyoos, BC. 

Slow Food Canada®



Sustainability Heroes
B.C. has its own set of sustainability heroes and we will honour them here each issue.

You don’t need a cape, the 
ability to leap buildings in a 
single bound, or have a hot 
car to be a hero.

D E P A R T M E N T

KooTENAY MEADoWS
over the last 20 years, the Harris’ have strived to make their dairy farm more 

environmentally sustainable. It was converted from a conventional confinement 
farm to a grass-based grazing dairy. The farm produces all of its own cattle feed and 
in turn composts the waste to use on its land base making it a closed nutrient cycle 
and balancing phosphorus and other nutrients in the soil helping to create a very 
effective carbon sink. While 70% of the Kootenay Alpine cheese operation energy 
needs are supplied by solar, they are always looking to reduce their carbon footprint 
even further.

www.kootenaymeadows.com

cHoIcES MARKETS
Three years ago, David Wilson, choices’ Produce operations Manager, came up 

with a plan to reduce the amount of waste entering the landfill while at the same 
time, creating a new product. choices’ unsold produce is now sent to West coast 
Instant Lawn where it becomes soil after 4 to 5 months of aeration. It is then mixed 
with river sand and manure to become topsoil. choices Markets sells 2,000 20-litre 
bags of this topsoil each year which has become quite popular at their annual bed-
ding plant sale that begins mid-April, lasting 6 to 8 weeks depending on the weather. 

www.choicesmarkets.com

SToNE SoUP INN
chef Brock Windsor is proprietor of cowichan’s award-winning Stone Soup 

Inn, a farm restaurant B&B, that has been called the most off-grid cooking next to 
Stadtländer’s Eigensinn Farm. They focus on reducing fossil fuel use with no middle 
man or excess transportation involved.  on this 3 acre parcel, they produce their 
own produce, pigs and lamb and they’re within walking distance to a great wild 
mushroom patch. The pigs eat restaurant scraps, till grounds, and chef does all the 
butchering, brining and smoking. What isn’t produced on-farm is purchased from 
nearby farms. Local. Seasonal. Simple.

www.stonesoupinn.ca
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D E P A R T M E N T

W o R K I N G  T o G E T H E R

Food Rescue
By Erin Nichols

a 
staggering 40% of food in canada is wasted. At this time last year FarmFolk 
cityFolk was in the midst of a pilot program to rescue good food that would 
otherwise have been ploughed under, composted, or worst yet, sent to the 

landfill. The purpose of our pilot was to support a network of non-profits to share 
resources in order to recover fruit and vegetables for their programs, while at the 
same time reducing the quantity of wasted food in Metro Vancouver.

To rescue produce organizations need, at a minimum, a van and a driver. The 
Greater Vancouver Food Bank, Quest and the Salvation Army have these resources, 
but smaller community groups often do not. Kiwassa Neighbourhood House has 
shared their van since the beginning of the project. Their driver Gary has continued 
beyond the initial 4-month pilot to deliver weekly to Frog Hollow Neighbourhood 
House, city Reach care Society, Hastings community centre, the Thunderbird com-
munity centre, and of course Kiwassa.

Frog Hollow distributes most of their produce to residents of the Bc Housing 
complex next door. Kiwassa and city Reach both run food bank programs for 100’s 
of families and so combined they require more than half of the of the approximately 
40 cases that are loaded into the van. Hastings community centre on the other 
hand has many smaller programs that require less volume and more variety. 

This rescued produce helps feed many hundreds of people through programs 
that include children’s breakfast clubs, seniors programs, community kitchens, hot 
lunch drop-ins, and food banks. Lorraine chow, the Family/Seniors Worker at the 
Thunderbird community centre explains the impact,

“As our budgets are constantly shrinking we find every creative way possible to 
offer healthy and nutritious meals to our seniors and families with young children 
who are struggling to make ends meet. Unfortunately, fresh produce is expensive 
and we are often forced to offer more staples like pasta, bread and potatoes. Now 
that we have fresh vegetables we are able to make salads, soups, sauces and side 
dishes with much more nutritional value.”

Since the project began Gary has picked up and delivered more than 20,000 
kilograms of recovered fruit and vegetables generously donated by a Vancouver dis-
tributor. The distributor who is making the donations wants to remain anonymous. 
When asked why they donate the food the answer was simple, “Feeding people is 
better than sending it to compost.”

This food Waste Reduction pilot was generously funded by a grant from the United Way and 
through a contract with Metro Vancouver. The pilot is now an independent project of the 

involved organizations and they continue to recover produce for their programs.

Rescued food helps feed many 
hundreds of people through 
seniors programs, community 
kitchens, and food banks.“



A sustainable food system begins with your choices. For over 20 years, 
we’ve been providing our communities with the choice for something better:

• Quality foods sourced from BC growers and food producers
• Ethically raised meats and poultry and sustainably sourced Ocean Wise approved seafood

• Fair trade organic varieties of produce, chocolates, coffees, teas, sugars and more
• Complimentary nutrition advice to help you make the most of your food choices

Kitsilano
2627 W. 16th Ave.
Vancouver
604.736.0009

Cambie
3493 Cambie St.
Vancouver
604.875.0099

Kerrisdale
1888 W. 57th Ave.
Vancouver
604.263.4600

Yaletown
1202 Richards St.
Vancouver
604.633.2392

Rice Bakery
2595 W. 16th Ave.
Vancouver
604.736.0301

South Surrey
3248 King George Blvd.
South Surrey
604.541.3902

Choices at 
the Crest
8683 10th Ave. 
Burnaby
604.522.0936

Kelowna
1937 Harvey Ave.
Kelowna
250.862.4864

100% BC Owned and Operated  |  choicesmarkets.com

Sustainable

CHOICES
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